TESTIMONIALS

ACER

Our new oﬃce ﬁt-out turned out to be a stressfree project, well managed and executed by Trend
from design to implementation and build. Trend is
an expertly coordinated well-oiled machine who
will ensure that your project is completed on time
with no headaches.
Shellaine Murison, Oﬃce Manager

BBC

ADVICEWORX

The end result exceeded our expectations and
Adviceworx is looking forward to supporting
Trend Group in the future.
Marilize Kuscke, Facilities Manager

BIDCORP

I would highly recommend Trend as a candidate
for any civil projects they are bidding for, based
on the work they have carried out for BBC over
the oast six months. Working alongside the
team they made my role considerably easier
in the knowledge that their creative thinking,
organization and dedication to the project meant
we would meet all requirements set out within
the timeline.
Rob South, Senior International Project Manager

Trend Group’s onsite presence and constant
engagement with their contractors, their
management, workmanship and adherence to
timelines and deadlines has been impressive.
The entire project was executed in a professional
manner and the outcome has exceeded all
expectations.
David Cleasby, Chief Financial Oﬃcer

BITCO

BRAVURA SOLUTIONS

The attention to detail compliment their
demeanor as well as set the tone for the entire
experience. They are extremely professional and
transparent, we would highly recommend them.
Jarryd Chatz, Chief Executive Oﬃcer

CAMBRIDGE

Their design team used the space brilliantly
the ﬁnishes were tasteful and innovative. We
were kept up-to-date at all times and they were
always available when needed. They fulﬁlled
our brief 100%.
Juan Visser, Regional Director

The main reason for choosing Trend was their ability
to think outside the box when presented with a
project with a strict budget and timelines.I found
the pre contract, design and then build teams
to be extremely honest and they worked hard to
bring everything within the project in on time
and budget as promised.
Emma Carscadden, Facilities Manager EMEA

CASH CONNECT

They managed to successfully understand the
brief and ensured that we could move into our
oﬃces on time. The project management was very
professional and of a very high standard.
Sumay Herbst, Marketing Manager
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CORNASTONE

The interest, time and dedication of the entire
Trend team made the project a reality. During the
entrie course of this extensive and complicated
project, we never doubted that we remained in
good hands.
Lufuno Nevhutala, Executive Chairman

EAZI ACCESS

DNA FIT

Trend held our hand right through the process, from
working with their partners to help us in selecting the
right building, right through the delicate matter of
agreeing design and then implementation. The Trend
team, led by the project manager assigned to our
project, removed the stress out of what would usually
have been a massively stressful and time-consuming
task. They showed patience and ﬂexibility in working
through several back and forth design conversations
and allowed us to deploy a phased approach, helping
us to work towards our dream space.
Brian Stephenson, SA Country Manager

ELECTROLUX

The Trend team were always professional and
responsive to our needs and requests, despite
numerous changes on our part. Trend kept a
positive momentum going throughout the projects
and resolved any problems as they occurred.
Willie Jacobs, Group Operations

The project was delivered on time and with a
result above expectations. Trend Group has
shown to be ﬂexible, understanding the design
ideas we wanted, being very creative and able to
work under tight time and budget schedule.
Bo Kylin, Managing Director

ENTERPRISE CLOUD

ESQUARED

Trend Group were extremely professional and
eﬃcient, throughout the ﬁt-out process, they were
extremely communicative and cooperative. They
went the extra mile to make sure our ’new home’
was ready in time for us to move in.
Shaun Dale, Managing Director

Trend did an excellent job at managing and
executing our new oﬃce ﬁt-out from design
to build. We had tight timelines for the
project and they were able to meet the
deadlines thanks to their excellent
professional project management skills.
Llewellyn Fredericks, Investment Principal

FIRST EQUITY

GEMALTO

Converting a concept into a reality takes
commitment, patience and a cheerful demeanor
in the face of an anxious client, daunting
deadlines and moving goalposts, for that we are
very grateful for the determination and hard work
of the team.
Seamus Casserly, CEO

Trend Group conduct themselves in a professional
manner at all times. The quality of the materials
and workmanship delivered during the project
were always of a high standard and all our
dealings with them were always conducted in
an open and transparent manner.
Mark Warren, Managing Director
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GLASS RECYCLING COMPANY

HULAMIN

ICAP

MAZI CAPITAL

MELTWATER

MORGAN SPENCER

Trend Group understood our brief and completed
construction within the given timeframe –
we would recommend Trend Group to other
companies without hesitation.
Shabeer Jhetam, CEO

The Trend Team were extremely professional
competent, ﬂexible, competent and
knowledgeable in all aspects of the turnkey
process. These attributes resulted in an end result
that greatly exceeded our expectations.
Paul Wilson, Chief Operating Oﬃcer

Trend Group has a wonderful professionalism
which shows through all diﬀerent work stages, we
thoroughly enjoyed working with the team and
will continue to do so in the future.
Sonja Winkler, Managing Director

MOZIDO

It was an absolute pleasure working with
everyone in Trend, - from design, to contruction,
to completion everyone was passionate,
responsive and extremely professional.
Alison Horace, Marketing and Communications

PINSENT MASONS

In our dealings with Trend Group we have found
them to be extremely dedicated and professional
and assisted us eﬃciently and timeously with any
queries or problems.
Murray Thompson, COO

The team of project managers were exceptionally
professional, they demonstrated an extraordinary
ability to expedite and resolveissues that are
typically challenging to deal with in oﬃce
redesign and renovations. The process from shell
to completion went seamlessly.
Darryl Weisz, Sales and Marketing Executive

Trend team managed to successfully understand
the brief, implement our new oﬃcs on time
and remained consistently professional, we
would highly recommend Trend Group top other
companies.
Vanessa De Sousa, Finance and Operations
Manager

The project was not only delivered on time and in
budget but all design aspects met (and
exceeded) expectations. The project really was
turnkey as promised, leaving all the hassle and
running around for Trend tram who worked
tirelessly on the project and ensured everything
was to our expectations.
Tamsyn Strydom, Managing Director

PETRA DIAMONDS

I have nothing but the highest praise for the
team whose can do attitude and enthusiasm
for creating a world class working environment
for the Petra team has been much welcomed
and appreciated.
Robert Kaplan, Financial Manager

PROMISE BRAND SPECIALISTS

The overall experience was very positive, the
design concepts were fresh and realistic and
their approach was highly collaborative and
passionate.
James Moﬀat, CEO
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PRUDENTIAL

RETROVIRAL

SPECIALISED EXHIBITIONS

TRAXTION

The Trend Group were transparent in their
dealings, with sutably qualiﬁed individuals within
their group to satisfactorily handle all facets of
the installation (including design and interior
furnishings). Their project managers were also
always on call to deal with all issues as they arose.
Lindi Davies, Regional Manager

The team set about the task of ensuring we met
our deadlines. Substantial structural work was
completed along with superb ﬁnishes which
ensure the project exceeded our expectations.
Gary Corin, Managing Director

TREND MICRO

The team and their selection of subcontractors
combined knowledge and attention aided in
keeping the project on track and delivered to the
highest quality. The team were not only thorough,
but also easy to work with and always willing to
take time to discuss any concerns.
Murray Legg, Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Their collaborative and innovative project
management made the refurbishment of our
new oﬃce space seamless. They are detail
oriented, organized and always open to
constructive feedback, making the business
relationship a pleasant one.
James Holly, CEO

TRS STAFFING

From the beginning we were kept informed of
progress with regular updates through their
project managers. There were always willing to
listen and always tried their best to meet requests
throughout the project.
Dave Maxwell, Senior Facility Manager

The project was well managed and ﬁnalized
within budget, all staﬀ were professional,
courteous and very helpful throughout.
turnaround time in sorting out our problems
during and after the project was very good.
Leigh Vorias, Operations

UBER

VIX

WEBFLUENTIAL

ZOPCO

It is great It is with great pleasure to recommend
Trend Group as a great Design & Build vendor.
Great management and design resulted in a
very satisﬁed delivery of the prohect.
Bas Tijssen, Senior Workplace Manager

The team keep the project on track and delivered
to the highest standards. I feel conﬁdent in
recommending Trend Group for their services.
Murray Legg, Co-Founder

We couldn’t have asked for a better tream
when we appointed Trend to do our new
oﬃces. .From the design brief to build and
installation, the teams professional
knowledge and input was key to us moving
into our oﬃces. It is evident the team works
with reliable and trusted contractors.
Tjaart Kruger, CEO

The team showed excellent commitment and
eﬃciency to the task at hand as they performed
the ﬁt out within a very tight dealine.
Throughput the process we were kept up to date
by receiving weekly reports.
Michael Hawken, Operations Manager

